EXTENSION OF BUILDWAS SAND QUARRY : The Former Ironbridge Power Station

WELCOME

TO THE EXTENSION OF BUILDWAS QUARRY PUBLIC EXHIBITION
Thank you for attending this public exhibition today.
The event has been organised jointly by Harworth Group, who are the co-ordinating land regeneration
company for the Ironbridge Power Station site, and JPE Aggregates, the operator of Buildwas Quarry.
This event is an opportunity for us to share our plans for a quarry extension with subsequent restoration
/ enabling works for potential residential development.
The purpose of the exhibition is to give the local community more information on the draft proposals,
prior to the submission of the Planning Application providing an opportunity for any questions to be
answered and to gather your feedback.

ABOUT HARWORTH GROUP

ABOUT JPE AGGREGATES

Harworth Group are a specialist land and property
regeneration company. We acquire land, help
gain planning permissions to deliver residential,
commercial and low-carbon developments. In
doing so we assess the Natural Assets of a site to
ensure their non-sterilisation by future potential
development, in a sustainable manner.

JPE is one of the Midlands leading suppliers of
aggregates, sand and soils to the construction
industry. JPE are the operators of Buildwas
Quarry and have two further quarries in
Staffordshire - Shire Oak and Seisden, to
the west of Wolverhampton. JPE support
sustainability in the construction industry.
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OVERVIEW

GEOLOGY & THE PROPOSED BLOCK MINERAL EXTRACTION AREAS
Buildwas Quarry has been operational since before 1947. Land comprising the same mineral resource located to the
south of the existing quarry has been investigated, utilising published geological maps and through borehole drilling and
trial pitting.
Geological assessment has been undertaken and the quality of mineral deposit is suitable for a range of products important
to the minerals industry.
During the last glaciation (the Devensian Stage - approximately 115,000 to 11,700 years ago) the land to the north of
Buildwas was covered by a thick ice-sheet. During warmer episodes known as interglacials, meltwater streams emerged
from the ice-sheet carrying debris eroded from bedrock as far north as Scotland. These streams coalesced into the ancient
River Severn which, cutting a channel eastwards through the Ironbridge Gorge and the soft Silurian mudstones therein,
deposited the debris as layers of sands and gravels. The warmer the episode the more meltwater and this is reflected by
occasional beds of cobbles and small boulders. However, most of the deposits at Buildwas are layers of fine to medium
grained sand indicative of less extreme ice-sheet wasting. The sands are characteristically red-brown having been derived
largely from Triassic desert sandstone bedrocks in the north Midlands and Cheshire regions.

Typical red-brown Sands on Site

In post-glacial times the River Severn has carved out its present meandering valley course creating the gentle northward
dipping fields at Buildwas and forming its modern alluvial terraces.
Gravelly Deposits

THE PROPOSALS
•
•
•

A southern extension of the existing quarry yielding 2 million tonnes of aggregates
5 years extraction period with a further 2 years required for the removal of minerals
The majority of mineral is to be removed by rail

Proposed Mineral Extraction Areas and Land Requirements during the Quarry Operational Period
BLOCK PHASING PLAN
This plan illustrates the proposed limit of mineral extraction and includes the approximate duration of the extraction period/phase:
The proposals involve:
1. The establishment of a new plant site and mineral stocking area,
contained within the previous coal storage area of the Ironbridge
Power Station
2. Progressive soil stripping through Phases 1 to 4 with soils to be
stored within the southern area of the previous coal storage area
for later use to provide a growing medium for residential garden
land and site landscaping
3. Following on from soil stripping, mineral will be extracted through
Phases 1 to 4 and transferred by dump truck to the plant site for
processing. This will release 2 million tonnes of mineral which
will be available for transportation off site by both rail and road
haulage.
4. Overburden and Natural Waste generated through mineral
processing will be collected and transported from the plant site
as backloads by dump truck to the current Buildwas Quarry void
where it will be placed for restoration.

Note: not all land is required for mineral extraction at the same time.

5. On the completion of mineral extraction and restoration works
to create the enabling residential landform, along with the
processing and sale of all mineral, the site will be made available
for residential development.

The quarry would operate between 7am and 7pm on Monday to Friday, between 7am and 1pm on Saturdays, with No Sunday or Bank Holiday working.
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OVERVIEW

THE CURRENT SITUATION

Buildwas Quarry
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Previous Coal Stocking Yard
Rail Line and Sidings

Much Wenlock Road (A4169)

Creation of
Great Crested Newt Habitat

Wildlife Enhancement Area

Planning Application
Boundary

Proposed Location of
Temporary Quarry Plant Site

Site Access

Proposed Extension Area

This sheet illustrates the current Buildwas Quarry along with other Application Site elements and features and their proposed uses.
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THE PROPOSALS

A FOUR PHASE EXTRACTION & PROGRESSIVE RESTORATION PROCESS

• Transfer of existing quarry activities from Buildwas Quarry Void to the new plant site area with operations to continue.
• Public Right of Way ref. 0409/14/1 is to be diverted from Point A to Point B along the western and southern boundaries of land under the
control of the Applicant. A section of PROW 0409/13/1 is to be diverted to join PROW 0409/UN1/1.
• Soils to be stripped from the Phase 1 area along with an access track between this phase and the new plant site. A crossing point over
the existing private road connecting the Pool View Caravan Park to the Much Wenlock Road will be established. Stripped soils will be
transferred by dump truck and placed in temporary store within the southern area of the stocking area.
• Overburden will be transported to the existing Buildwas Quarry Void, placed and compacted for restoration. Mineral will be extracted from
Phase 1 in a southerly direction and transported by dump truck to the plant site for processing.

• Soils from Phase 2 will be progressively stripped southwards to expose mineral. This material will then be transported by dump truck to
the soil storage area in the south of the stocking area. Overburden will be transported to the existing Buildwas Quarry Void, placed and
compacted for restoration.
• Mineral will be extracted from Phase 2 in a southerly direction and transported by dump truck to the plant site for processing.
• Processed mineral will be temporarily placed within the stocking area and/or directly placed onto rail freight wagons or haulage vehicles
and transported to point of sale.
• Natural waste generated through processing is to be placed within the plant site before being transported. This material will be placed and
compacted to ensure its appropriateness as a future residential platform.

• Processed mineral will be temporarily placed within the stocking area and/or directly placed onto rail freight wagons or haulage vehicles
and transported to point of sale. Natural waste generated through processing is to be placed within the plant site before being transported.
This material will be placed and compacted to ensure its appropriateness as a future residential platform.

• Soils from Phase 3 will be progressively stripped south westwards to expose mineral. This material will then be transported by dump truck
to the soil storage area in the south of the stocking area. Overburden will be transported to the existing Buildwas Quarry Void, placed and
compacted for restoration.

• Soils from Phase 4 will be progressively stripped south westwards to expose mineral. This material will then be transported by dump truck
to the soil storage area in the south of the stocking area. Overburden will be transported to the existing Buildwas Quarry Void, placed and
compacted for restoration.

• Mineral will be extracted from Phase 3 in a westerly direction and transported by dump truck to the plant site for processing.

• Mineral will be extracted from Phase 4 in a southerly direction and transported by dump truck to the plant site for processing.

• Processed mineral will be temporarily placed within the stocking area and/or directly placed onto rail freight wagons or haulage vehicles
and transported to point of sale.

• Processed mineral will be temporarily placed within the stocking area and/or directly placed onto rail freight wagons or haulage vehicles
and transported to point of sale.

• Natural waste generated through processing is to be placed within the plant site before being transported. This material will be placed and
compacted to ensure its appropriateness as a future residential platform.

• Natural waste generated through processing is to be placed within the plant site before being transported. This material will be placed and
compacted to ensure its appropriateness as a future residential platform.
• On the achievement of final formation / restoration levels with the existing Buildwas Quarry Void, overburden and unprocessable material
will be placed around the periphery of the stocking area as a landscape planting medium.

All land within the Application Boundary will be Managed and Maintained
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THE PROPOSALS

RESIDENTIAL ENABLING WORKS FINAL LANDFORM & ALTERNATIVE
RESTORATION SCHEME (should the residential scheme not receive planning permission)
RESIDENTIAL PLATFORM

RESIDENTIAL ENABLING WORKS FINAL LANDFORM
Restoration Aims

• The creation of a landform which is suitable and capable of
further development for residential landuse (subject to a
separate planning application)
• The landform to reflect local morphology and land gradients
and/or to be capable of integration into the local landscape
character
• The creation of new habitats around the periphery of the Site,
capable of attracting and promoting Biodiversity (internal areas
of the site will achieve the same aims through the residential
habitat enhancement design process)
• The maintenance and creation of a peripheral landscape,
capable of helping to mitigate new built form of residential
development (internal areas of the Site will help achieve the
same aim through Landscape Structure and Detailed Planting)
• To create a landscape capable of sustainable and productive
management

BOTH SCHEMES WILL INCLUDE
PUBLIC ACCESS

WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT

GEOLOGICAL SSSI
ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURAL RESTORATION
Restoration Aims

• To establish a final landform and landuse capable of integration
into its local character
• The re-establishment of soil profiles to sustain viable agricultural
growing medium and farming land gradients
• The creation of new habitats suitable for the promotion of
flora and wildlife Biodiversity, including species rich grassland
and hedges, including habitat for nesting birds, amphibians
and reptiles
• Re-instatement of Public Rights of Way along their original
alignment
• The mitigation and enhancement of Geodiversity, through
maintaining the current Geological SSSI in the north west of
the Site, the creation of a “transferable” example of a fluvio
glacial feature (within the same geological deposit) and the
creation of a new Geodiversity feature within the south west
of the Site to demonstrate a bedding transition from in-situ
mudstone and sand deposition
• To create a restored landscape capable of sustainable and
productive management

AGRICULTURAL LAND
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THE PROPOSALS

RESTORATION LANDFORM SECTIONS
The following cross sections illustrate the existing and proposed restoration landform levels for both restoration schemes:

SAND & GRAVEL EXTRACTION (WHAT WILL IT INVOLVE?)
Sand is usually extracted and transported by excavators, loading shovels and dump trucks. In some instances, sand can be extracted using a suction dredger, which
involves sand being extracted below water level in a lake and pumped in an underground pipeline. However, our proposals for Buildwas Quarry would use the
standard extraction method. Crucially, unlike rock quarries, no blasting would be required to extract the mineral.
Once the sand has been extracted, it will be transferred across the private road to the processing plant. The crossing point will be managed. It is then washed in the
processing plant on-site to remove any clay (silt) and other materials. The sand is then allowed to dry and is stockpiled.
Once processed, it is proposed to transport mineral to its point of sale using both road (HGV) and rail, utilising the existing rail siding and infrastructure adjacent to
the existing quarry, within the former Ironbridge Power Station site. 75% is proposed by rail, with the remaining 25% leaving via the existing Site access off the Much
Wenlock Road. The material being transported to building projects and suppliers across the region.

Soil Stripping

Temporary Soil Storage Bund

Mineral Extraction

Mineral Processing

Restoration Works

Liaison Group

HGV

Rail

Environmental Monitoring

Aftercare & Management
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA)
BEING A GOOD TEMPORARY NEIGHBOUR

We have undertaken multiple surveys as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). Shropshire Council has advised which issues should be
addressed as part of the EIA and we have worked closely with specialist consultants to investigate the potential effects of th development on matters
including:
Landscape Character

Visual Matters

Heritage / Archaeology

The Shropshire Council Landscape Typology Document has been used to help
understand the elements and features that comprise the local landscape character
and it’s setting.

The site is generally well screened from view from the lower and mid level elevations
of the River Severn Corridor. Both landform and vegetation acting to screen potential
views.

At a local level, the site falls within the Wooded Estatelands Character Type: “A
rolling landscape with large often prominantly located woods of ancient seminatural character creating framed views and medium to large scale landscapes.”

Higher ground to the south of the site together with Tick Wood prevent views of the
Proposed Development from potential visual receptors to the south.

A Built Heritage Assessment has been prepared to assess the contribution that
the Site makes to the heritage significance of the surrounding designated heritage
assets, and to identify any harm or benefit to them which may result from the
implementation of the development proposals.

The elements and features which help comprise the site include:
• Dominant structural woodland
• Mixed agricultural use
• Large country houses with associated parklands
• Wet Woodland
• framed views of medium to large scale landscapes
• the River Severn corridor and floodplain

These landscape elements and features have been considered and utilised in the
design of the restoration/residential enabling scheme. It is considered that the
Wooded Estatelands character type can successfully integrate the mineral works.
The site is located adjacent to the Shropshire Hills AONB.

Public Rights of Way

The vegetated route of the disused elevated rail line provides a screening buffer along
the western margin of the site along with roadside hedgerows.
Views of the site and proposed quarry activities may be possible from areas of elevated
land to the north. Potential locations including residents in Buildwas and users of the
B4380 (Buildwas to Attingham road).
Where views are possible, they will be of phased progressive soil stripping and mineral
extraction, lowering land levels of the site, and the transportation of “as dug” mineral
to the proposed plant site. The plant site itself will be screened from view within the
old Power Station Coal Storage Area.

Heritage assets have been identified and assessed in line with Historic England
guidance GPA 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets. Assets in the vicinity identified
for further assessment on the basis of proximity and/or inter-visibility including
Buildwas Abbey Scheduled Ancient Monument and Grade II Listed Buildings and
the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site and Severn Gorge Conservation Site.
Based on the results of the previous stages of investigation (desk-based assessment,
watching brief over site investigation, and geophysical survey), the potential
impacts from the development are likely to be limited to previously undeveloped
areas of the Application Site, currently under arable or pasture uses. A trial trench
evaluation is planned for October 2019 to inform the requirements of any mitigation
strategy to be secured by condition, should consent be granted.

A full Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment is being prepared as part of the EIA.

Ecology & Biodiversity

Agricultural Land

Site

There is an existing public footpath which previously ran through Buildwas Quarry
which has been diverted along its current route and now runs along previously
restored mineral working.
There is also an existing footpath which runs from Much Wenlock Road onto the
Private Road which serves the Caravan Park. Both of the above footpaths will
need to be diverted to facilitate the mineral extraction operations.
The potential amenity effects on public rights of way will be covered and considered
within the Environmental Impact Assessment across a number of assessment topic
areas e.g. Lanscape and Visual, Noise and Air Quality and Dust.
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The range of habitats within the site (woodland, pasture and arable fields bounded
by hedgerows, and the existing quarry workings) support a variety of wildlife.
Within the quarry, sand martin utilise the exposed quarry face, a population of
great crested newt breed in a pond, and common pipistrelle bats roost in one of
the buildings. Scrub, grassland and woodland immediately surrounding the quarry
contain a population of slow-worm. Elsewhere, the network of woodland edges
and hedgerows provide suitable foraging and commuting habitat for assemblages
of bats and birds, and the arable fields support breeding skylark.
Whilst wooded areas will be retained, loss of other habitats will occur, but these
impacts will be addressed through mitigation and compensation measures. These
will include measures for specific species, like the creation of an artificial nest bank
for the sand martin and new great crested newt breeding ponds. Other measures,
like habitat creation to provide replacement foraging and commuting habitat for
the local bat and bird assemblages, will benefit multiple species. Irrespective of
whether the Main Scheme or Alternative Scheme form the restoration, a key aspect
will be the creation of strong habitat connectivity into the adjoining landscape.
To the south this will link to a recently created wildlife area adjoining ancient
woodland, and to the north, towards the River Severn wildlife corridor.

An Agricultural Land Classification and Soil Resources report has been carried
out to consider the nature and quality of land. Desktop works have included the
collation of information on climate and rainfall, with field survey works involving
Auguring and Test Pitting.
Approximately 90% of the Site has been identified as having Best and Most Versatile
Land Characteristics.
The proposals will involve the stripping, storage and/or direct placement of soils.
No soils will be lost as part of the proposals. All works to soils are to be carried
out in accordance with Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, Good Practice
Guidance of Handling Soils.
It is proposed that stripped soils be utilised for garden land and Public Open Space
(POS) within the former Ironbridge Power Station Residential Scheme, or should
this separate application not be permitted, be placed to reinstate agricultural land
to the same quality as is currently farmed. It is assessed that the land is capable
of being restored to Best and Most Versatile Land Characteristics.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA)
BEING A GOOD TEMPORARY NEIGHBOUR

We have undertaken multiple surveys as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). Shropshire Council has advised which issues should be
addressed as part of the EIA and we have worked closely with specialist consultants to investigate the potential effects of the development on matters
including:
Rail

Highways

Noise & Vibration

It is proposed that 75% of material processed at Buildwas Quarry would utilise the
existing rail infrastructure, being placed onto rail freight wagons at the existing rail
sidings adjacent to the site, and leaving via the Albert Edward Bridge and travelling
onwards to point of sale.

It is proposed that up to 25% of material processed at Buildwas Quarry would
leave by road, with HGV traffic onto the Much Wenlock Road and transported to
point of sale.

A noise and vibration assessment is being undertaken to accompany the
application. A baseline noise survey has been completed to determine the current
noise levels at the nearest existing noise sensitive receptors to the Site, along with
source measurements of activity adjacent to the existing quarry operations. The
assessment considers noise and vibration impact from fixed plant and equipment,
along with the potential noise impact from on-site vehicles and activities.

Liaison is taking place with Network Rail about these arrangements.

This would generate up to 64 two way movements which is below the 120 twoway vehicle movements per day permitted at the Buildwas Quarry site. Within
peak hours, only four two-way traffic movements would occur, which would not
result in an adverse traffic impact.
Vehicular access to the site is taken from a private road which runs along the
existing boundary of Buildwas Quarry. The private access road forms the minor arm
of a simple priority controlled T-junction with Much Wenlock Road. Appropriate
visibility is provided and there have been no accidents at this junction in the last
5 years.

It is understood that there will be limited rail movements (circa. one per day)
and that therefore the movement of materials off site is unlikely to cause a
significant adverse impact. As the vast majority of material will leave by rail, the
development generated road traffic is likely to be limited. The other noise and
vibration generative elements will be assessed with reference to the web based
minerals planning guidance, BS 5228:2009+A1:2014 Code of practice for noise and
vibration control on construction and open sites. Part 1 Noise and Part 2 Vibration.
Where appropriate, outline mitigation measures will be considered to reduce the
noise and vibration to within acceptable levels at the nearest existing dwellings.

Air Quality & Dust

Water Matters

Planning

An air quality assessment is being undertaken for the proposed mineral extraction
works. A qualitative assessment of dust impact risk will be undertaken following
the Institute of Air Quality Management’s (IAQM) ‘Guidance on the Assessment of
Mineral Dust Impacts for Planning’. This will include consideration of the potential
for dust release during mineral extraction, processing, storage, transport from the
quarry to the processing area, and loading onto trains. Mitigation measures will
be recommended, where necessary, to minimise dust emissions.

The effect of the proposed programme of mineral extraction and restoration has
been assessed following UK best practice, based around site inspections, available
ground investigation and British Geological Survey information and current
relevant UK and European legislation, policy and guidance including the Quarries
Regulations, Water Framework Directive, Environment Act, National Planning
Policy Framework and Environment Agency guidance.

As part of the Planning Application, a Planning Supporting Statement will be
prepared.

The Ground Conditions Chapter of the EIA primarily focusses on the potential
for land instability and ground contamination effects as well as effects on the
presence of a geological SSSI within the site area, as a consequence of the proposed
development. The Hydrology, Flood Risk and Drainage Chapter focusses primarily
on potential effects on the water environment, including groundwater, surface
water and flood risk, as a consequence of the proposed development.

In reaching a decision on this application, the Mineral Planning Authority
(Shropshire Council) will have to assess whether the proposals accord with the
Development Plan (Shropshire Core Strategy 2011 and Shropshire Site Allocations
and Management of Development Plan 2015) and then have regard to all other
material considerations contained in the emerging development plan, as well as
National Planning Policy Guidance.

It is understood that the quarried sand and gravel will be taken from site via rail,
with one train departing the Site per day. Road vehicle emissions will therefore be
limited to those resulting from staff accessing the Site, plus Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs) operating within the site. An operational road traffic emissions screening
assessment will be undertaken, as the proposed development is not expected
to exceed the IAQM and Environmental Protection UK (EPUK) criteria for when a
detailed assessment is required (i.e. generate more than 500 Light Duty Vehicle
(LDV) movements or 100 Heavy Duty Vehicle (HDV) movements as a 24 hour
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flow. Emissions from development generated
rail and Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) movements will also be considered
in accordance with relevant guidance from the IAQM, EPUK and Defra.
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The quarry will be worked dry. Water for plant site operations will utilise the
abstraction license supply from the existing pumping station.

The Supporting Statement will identify the context and need for the proposed
development and includes an assessment of how the proposed development
accords with relevant, national and local policies.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THE EXHIBITION

We hope you have found the exhibition useful and that we have been able to answer your questions.

1.

Please do take a moment to fill out one of our feedback
forms. We will consider any suggestions you may have on
our proposals and will work to address any concerns.

2.

After the exhibition, our team will review your comments
and produce a report based on feedback we receive during
the exhibition.

3.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to
send an email to: ironbridgedevelopment@outlook.com

4.

We anticipate that a planning application will be submitted
in Autumn 2019.
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